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Introduction
It is my honour to present to you the 139th Annual Report for The Baptist Union of
Queensland (known, of course, as Queensland Baptists). This report gives details of what
has been happening in all of the ministries of QB through the course of 2015 – and it
makes for a remarkable story. There are some great and encouraging stories in these
reports, as well as some that reflect the tough times of ministry. It is great to reflect on all
God is doing in our state through the wide-ranging ministries of Queensland Baptists! I
trust you will enjoy reading the details!
The Annual Report will be presented to, and formally adopted at, our Annual Assembly to
be held on Friday 8th April at Kirkwood Hall at QCCC Mapleton, located at 70 Obi Obi
Road, Mapleton. The Assembly is part of our QB Convention program, which begins with
the Pastors and Spouses Retreat commencing with the Pastors & Spouses Appreciation
Dinner on Tuesday evening 5th April. The Friday program is open to all – members of
Assembly in particular, as well as other interested members of the Baptist family. It will be
a busy day, starting with a Celebration Service at 9:00am where we will hear our guest
speaker, Dr Gary Nelson, and concluding with the State of the Union Address by our
General Superintendent, Rev Dr David Loder. There is no cost for attending the Friday
program, so we encourage you to register to assist with catering, and come along for a
great day.
You will notice that we have continued to follow the format of recent years in presenting
these Annual Reports. Firstly, we have decided to leave the boring bits out and get to the
exciting stuff! As there is no requirement to formally report our financials in this volume,
we handle this independently and provide them to members of Assembly in the lead-up to
our Annual Assembly. Instead, our reports talk about all that has been going on in a
ministry sense around QB. All our Ministry Leaders have provided reports, and each
focusses on what has been happening in their particular field. Secondly, the reports are
aligned with a calendar year rather than QB’s financial year. We have done this because,
like many of our churches, much of the activity in our ministries follows the natural rhythm
of the calendar rather than the more disjointed 30th June year end. It also allows us to be
more current with our reporting, by presenting stories that are only a few months old when
we come to Assembly, instead of being nearly a year out of date.
Copies of these reports are being sent to each member church of QB as well as Charter
Groups and Departments. In addition, a copy will be made available to each church
delegate at Assembly at Mapleton. There are some spare copies for those who would like
them – please contact the QB Offices to request this.
On behalf of the board and staff of QB, I thank all those who are involved, who support
and who belong to our movement. Together we do great things for God, as you will see
as you read through the pages of this book. His Name be praised! I commend to you our
Annual Assembly on 8th April, and look forward to the opportunity to meet with you there.
God bless!

Phillip McCallum
Director – Administrative Services
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General Superintendent
Psalm 42:1 “As the deer pants for stream of water, so my soul
pants for you, my God.”
Recently one of the Regional Consultants introduced us to a
concept raised by Mark Buchanan in his book, “Your Church is
Too Safe”. In the book, Buchanan compares a traveller (one
who travails) with a tourist (one who goes in circles). The first is
a disciple, the second a simple believer. He points out that it is
not possible to be a disciple without being a believer, but it is
possible to be a believer without being a disciple. The concept
captured our imaginations as we sat with the thought of being
an unequivocal follower of Jesus. When Queensland Baptists talk about discipleship, this
is what we mean. We would be a force to be reckoned with if, as a movement, Jesus was
truly our all consuming passion expressed in everyday life. Of course, many people are.
This is a snapshot of our story.
A. QUEENSLAND BAPTISTS: FOLLOWING JESUS!
We have been thrilled with the take-up of this theme. We are coming to a real
understanding of the implications of being followers of Jesus as it is expressed in
discipleship. It is a joy to hear the stories of lives being transformed through the ministry
of the Holy Spirit in our lives! We read about some of these in The qb, our magazine, and
hear reports from pastors and churches. The sense of “rightness” about continuing with
the theme of discipleship has been clearly and widely expressed.
B. OTHER MATTERS
1. Ministry Team
God has gifted us with a special Ministry Team! They serve the Lord Jesus and
Queensland Baptists in an exceptional manner. We have seen some changes take place
in the last year. Rev Pieter Henning has served as a Regional Consultant in the north for
the last year. He and his wife, Barbara, have been a real blessing to the churches of that
Region and Pieter’s contribution to the Regional Consultants has been outstanding. We
will miss Pastor Col Peaker when he concludes as a Regional Consultant later in the year.
To accommodate the Training Review and in anticipation of Col’s conclusion, the
Assembly has appointed Rev Stewart Pieper (commenced in October 2015) and Rev
Warren Crank (commenced in February 2016) as Regional Consultants. Both are fitting
well into the team. Other changes have included Rev Colin Stoodley as Leader of MTQ,
Mr Aaron Fozzard as State Youth Director and Mrs Cathy Knechtli as QB Women’s
Director. All have fitted well into the team and are making significant contributions in their
respective roles. You will be able to see this from their reports. The complete Ministry
Team is listed at the end of this report.
2. Training Review
The implementation of the Training Review has stepped up recently. Rev Stephen Ball
has been taken off “regular” Regional Consultant functions to focus on the implementation
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of the report. He is making good progress in this regard and we expect the major part of
the report – the supervision of new ministers – will be in place to commence in 2017.
3. Churches
It is difficult to count the exact number of churches we have as a part of Queensland
Baptists. Whilst it is easy to document those who have been processed by the board as
Phase 1 or 2 Church plants or constituted churches, we have many more church plants,
congregations and preaching points that are not always easily identified! We are thrilled to
see that the QB family continues to grow! Some further details will be included in my State
of the Union Address at Convention and some details appear at the end of this publication.
4. QB Ministers
Our count of QB ministers as of 28 January 2016 is shown below with corresponding
counts for recent years. This may look a little different next year as we tighten up the
designations for our ministers.
Category

2014

2015

2016

Registered Minister Ordained

144

143

144

Registered Minister Unordained

112

119

127

Registered Minister Provisional

17

15

19

Retired Ministers (Ordained)

77

83

82

Retired Ministers (Unordained)

16

17

20

Ministers Ordained

10

7

6

Ministers Unordained

2

2

1

Ministers Ordained, Missionary

2

2

2

Special 4

4

4

392

405

Ministers
Services

Ordained,

Total

384

Our ministers serve the churches well. We have a number of our senior ministers of
relatively larger churches approaching retirement in the near future. We are looking to the
Lord of the Church to raise up suitable replacements!
5. Partnership SSEC
Our formal partnership with SSEC is due to expire in June 2016. Both the Board of
Queensland Baptists and the National Executive of SSEC have agreed that this should be
renewed. This is currently being reviewed. We expect that there will be a number of SSEC
pastors with us at Convention this year. It is anticipated that a group of QB Pastors will
make a return visit later in the year.
C. MY ROLE AND FUNCTIONING
I am pleased to inform you that I have finally completed my PhD and have graduated! I am
extremely grateful to the board who has persevered with me, giving me both time and
encouragement to complete this. The successive chairmen (Bill Gynther, Gary McGinty
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and John Ivett) were great champions in keeping me focussed on the task! Whilst the topic
is an important one – “The Spiritual Formation of Queensland Baptists Ministers” – very
few people are adventurous enough to read a dissertation! Consequently, the board has
allowed me time to take a sabbatical following Convention, a significant part of which will
be spent in re-writing my thesis in a publishable format.
I continue to find a sense of fulfilment in serving as General Superintendent and sense a
rightness before God in continuing in this ministry. It is humbling to serve QB in this way.
This function, and indeed all of ministry, continues to grow in its complexity and challenges!
D. APPRECIATION
We have a great team and I am delighted to be a part of it. It would be impossible to
function in this role without being surrounded by a group of godly, dedicated experts! This
is the Ministry Team, administrative staff and the many volunteers who serve on boards,
councils and committees. Thank you!
Outside of this, is my group of personal advisers. I thank God for the team – John & Irene
Tanner, Alan & Ros Grieve and David Unwin. Andrew Lind concluded as an adviser last
year. This group support me well and do their best to keep a level of accountability!
Ann Armour has served as my Personal Assistant for nearly nine years. She continues to
approach her role in a calm and professional manner. Multi-tasking comes easy and her
organisational skills and attention to detail are outstanding. Second-guessing my
requirements has been an acquired skill she has mastered! Her friendly demeanor is
widely appreciated.
My wife, Ann, continues as my companion in life and ministry. Nights out, times away
travelling, getting home later than expected or predicted whilst not always there, are
nevertheless a part of the constant demands of the role. Ann responds with grace and
remains a valued team-mate on the journey!
FINALLY
We were delighted to have Edmund and Ann Chan as our guest speakers at Convention
in 2015. There was a genuine resonance with their message of discipleship. Edmund’s
books have sold well. I was privileged to attend their Intentional Disciple Making
Conference in Singapore and I will return to meet with Edmund as a part of my sabbatical.
A key definition espoused by Edmund is, “authentic discipleship that leads to intentional
disciple-making”. This truly needs to be our agenda and it needs to be applied personally,
in our churches and in our communities!
David Loder (Rev Dr)
General Superintendent
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Board Chair
Jesus Christ, who leads Queensland Baptists, has given us a
special calling to love and serve our state and to be a blessing
to his great world. Sometimes, as we serve in our local
congregations, we don’t always see the greatness of the Holy
Spirit’s work among and through us as a movement. Let me
provide just a small glimpse of some of Jesus’ mighty work. In
our 196 QB churches, 46 000 people are meeting together
regularly, including 15 000 children and young people. More than
50 000 young people and adults spend time at one of our
Queensland conference and camping centres every year.
Carinity, the social care arm of our denomination, employs
almost 1000 Queenslanders who are caring for many thousands in our state every week.
Our training colleges, Malyon and The Training Collaborative, currently have almost 500
students enrolled in courses equipping them for Christian service and ministry. There are
now eight Baptist Schools in our state with an enrolment in excess of 4000 students.
Almost every region of the world is being impacted by men and women sent and supported
from Queensland Baptist Churches, including more than 10 countries where Global
Interaction is involved in cross cultural mission. Many millions of dollars are released every
year to support Kingdom work here in our state and throughout the world. Much more
could be highlighted, but we thank God for the hundreds of thousands of people He is
using us to impact every year through the life and witness of Queensland Baptists.
As a board we seek to support and work alongside those who are leading and bearing the
great weight of responsibility in ministering to so many. One of the highlights of the past
year as a board was to spend time at our board retreat listening to ministry staff in the
areas of camping, education, children, youth, indigenous, ethnic, women, church planting,
administration, regional consultancy, social care and then advocating for these at the
retreat. We thank God for the dedicated leaders the Lord has given us and for their passion
to serve.
The board meets each month for around three hours and seeks to prayerfully and diligently
attend to the many matters required by the QB constitution. I do thank God for the diversity
of skills, dedication and the godliness of the board He has given to oversee the work of
Queensland Baptists. We do want to especially recognise the contribution of the
Administrative Services Group under the leadership of Phillip McCallum (Director) and
Alwyn Peffer (Chair), who provide such considered advice in the significant financial
decisions of QB. We thank God for the expertise and quality contributions so many are
making on the boards and advisory groups of Malyon, The Training Collaborative,
Ministerial services, Carinity, and Administrative Services. Good governance and
administration, as we know from the communal life of Jesus and his disciples, is so
important to the integrity and well-being of Christian ministry and service. Thank you to all
those serving in these roles throughout QB.
There have been many matters the board has given special focus over the past year, but
I did want to highlight just a few.
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It was a very difficult and demanding year for Carinity who were required to endure
enormous scrutiny through a series of adverse media reports. We thank God for the
dedicated leadership of Gavin Holcombe, chair of the Carinity Board and Jon Campbell
the CEO who led this ministry and its hardworking staff through such an arduous year.
Two members of the QB Board, David Loder our General Superintendent and Alistair
Macpherson, a partner in a law firm, worked very closely with the Carinity Board in seeking
to wisely navigate this difficult season. In an email of appreciation to the QB Board Gavin
Holcombe wrote... On behalf of the Carinity Board I would like to express my thanks to the
QB Board for your confidence in the Carinity Board during this very difficult period. I would
like to particularly thank David Loder and Alistair Macpherson who were both invaluable in
offering support and advice.
During the past year the QB Board has been involved in the appointment of two Regional
Consultants to the ministry team of Queensland Baptists. We thank God for Rev Stewart
Piper and Rev Warren Crank who were elected at the special assembly in July 2015. We
do thank God for these two very experienced former Senior Pastors, who have already
made such a valued contribution to our movement. One of the significant implications of
this additional support has been the ability to reassign fellow Regional Consultant, Rev
Stephen Ball, to focus on the very substantive recommendations of the Training Review
and seek to develop a new model for the training and oversight of pastors commencing
ministry. We have also valued the appointment, early last year, of Rev Colin Stoodley to
oversee Church Planting. Colin has energetically set about implementing the board’s
recommendations in the review of Mission to Queensland (MTQ).
Following discussions at the past two board retreats concerning Christian schooling, the
board has valued the hard work of Phillip McCallum, Brian Robertson and Alistair
Macpherson in researching this growing ministry through Queensland Baptist churches.
Several recommendations from their report are currently being considered as the board
seeks to determine how to support and serve those involved in the education of more than
4000 children.
There have been a number of changes to the board since the last board chair report. We
do thank Mr John Ivett, as the former chair of the board, for the outstanding contribution
he has made to Queensland Baptists with three consecutive terms of service on the QB
Board amounting to 14 years. We also recognise the excellent contribution made by Mr
Richard Wray who is completing an eight-year term of service. During the past year the
board has also appointed a Vice Chair, Mr Alistair Macpherson, to assist in the oversight
of the board’s work.
The board members for 2015-16:
Rev Matthew Anstey
Mrs Pam Condie
Dr Anne Klose
Mr Alistair Macpherson
Dr Neil Parker
Pastor Ben Pearson
Rev Stewart Pieper

Senior Pastor Kruger Parade Baptist Church
South Pine Community Church, former State Commissioner
Girls Brigade
Gateway Baptist Church, part-time lecturer Malyon College
The Grove Baptist Community Church, partner in law firm
Toowoomba Community Baptist Church, former hospital
superintendent
Senior Pastor Northreach Baptist Church
Senior Pastor Gladstone Baptist Church, (retired on his
appointment as Regional Consultant)
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Rev Brian Robertson
Mr Richard Wray
Rev Dr David Loder
Mr Phillip McCallum

Senior Pastor Coral Coast Christian Church
Bracken Ridge Baptist Church, former director in architectural
firm
General Superintendent, ex officio
Director of Administrative Services, ex officio

As a board we express our appreciation for the hard work of our General Superintendent
Rev Dr David Loder as he oversees the very extensive ministries of Queensland Baptists
and also the skills and diligence of our Administrative Director, Phillip McCallum. Both
these men invest long hours in their leadership responsibilities. We stand in strong support
of the emphasis which David, as our General Superintendent is leading, encouraging
churches to focus on Jesus’ call to make disciples. We also want to recognise and
congratulate David who was awarded his PhD last year for his work on the Spiritual
Formation of Queensland Baptist Pastors. Following 16 years of service, the board has
agreed to release David from his regular responsibilities of leadership following the 2016
Assembly in order to engage in a three-month sabbatical. One of David’s numerous
objectives during this period will be to rewrite his PhD so that it is accessible in a
publishable format.
Finally, we want to keep before us the ‘Manifesto’ we have adopted as a movement. The
second paragraph says, “We acknowledge the faithfulness of God in forming the solid
foundation on which our churches are building. We thank God that he has placed and
resourced us in a state that is growing in population, diverse in culture and provides great
opportunities to live and share the good news of Jesus. We have seen and experienced
God’s blessing and faithfulness in the past but we believe that God can use us in even
stronger and greater ways in the future.” The manifesto concludes with these words “And
where prayer prevails, God acts.”
As a movement of God’s people in the state of Queensland, we humbly thank Him for the
mighty things He has done in the past 12 months. We, as a board, are continuing to pray
with great faith, believing the promise of Ephesians 3:20, that there is indeed much more
the Holy Spirit is planning to do through us as His people; more than we can imagine.
“Now all glory to God, who is able, through his mighty power at work within us, to
accomplish infinitely more than we might ask or think. Glory to him in the church and in
Christ Jesus through all generations forever and ever! Amen”
Peter Sweetman
Board Chair
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Administrative Services
I am honoured to bring my eighth annual report to you as the
Director of Administrative Services, thanking God for His
blessings through a year that has known some complexity. The
day to day life of this office is abuzz with issues and challenges,
but that, in itself, is an uplifting thing. It is a joy to hear and see
how God is blessing our movement on so many fronts. In my
report this year I shall seek to give a snapshot of some of that
news and reflect on the journey of 2015.
We can see that our churches are growing! We know this to be
true statistically, with membership across all churches increasing
to 16 358, up 0.5% on last year. The reported size of the church
community has also grown by 1.8% to 50 596, while the average number of people in our
services has grown by a similar amount (1.7%) to 29 432. Growth has also been evident
by a surge in churches presenting applications for funding to Baplink for expansion to their
buildings – we have never approved the number of loans as we have in the last year.
Growth has been evident by the record number and size of Ministry Grant applications in
2015, with more than $150,000 paid out to more than 50 churches to support and
encourage their ministry. Growth, of course, is about more than raw numbers, and this is
where it is exciting to hear the stories from our churches as they share what has been
happening in their congregations.
I am sure the highlight of the year was QB Convention at Mapleton last April. We were
blessed with great attendance, great engagement and a great speaker who has touched
our lives. If book sales can be regarded as a barometer – it was the best ever! Edmund
Chan continues to touch our lives with his teaching, and I thank God for his insights and
clarity of interpretation of the Scriptures. Almost 500 people spent at least some time at
Mapleton during the four days of QB Convention, and we are looking forward to doing it
all again in only a few short weeks!
Financially, we also saw a positive year to 30th June (2014-15) with good performances
from all sections of QB. QCCC, Baplink, Carinity, Malyon College and The Training
Collaborative all showed surpluses on operations, as did the QB Services Group
financials. The strong aggregated financial position allows us to think more strategically
about the future. For ministries like Carinity and QCCC, we can plan how better to serve
those we minister to, and seek to improve facilities and take up new opportunities. The
debt issues of ten years ago for camping and the QB Centre are now managed and will,
in a few years’ time, be largely eliminated. We have been very blessed! An important part
of this is the ongoing support of the churches, with around $761,000 received into the
Bapshare budget. It has also been a year when we have been able to resolve some of
our most longstanding and vexed challenges regarding churches’ financial positions.
Within Baplink, our “watch list” has slimmed down – something to be truly thankful for. And
we are blessed to be able to say that, thanks to the foresight of our predecessors, there is
no money owed externally by QB.
And yet, 2015 has also been a year of challenges. The Carinity report in this volume
expands on some of the challenges on that front which has caused plenty of late nights,
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complex conversations and difficult decisions. We believe we are heading towards good
outcomes there – but not without significant cost. The financial viability of the QB Centre
has also been challenged in the second half of the year in review, as our largest and
longest standing commercial tenant moved out and we have been unable to rustle any
interest in a very flat rental market. This will impact on our finances in the current financial
year. In framing the budget, we are forced to look at things very differently compared with
the last few years. Thankfully we have good backing to look after us through times such
as this, and we believe there is a plan for the impact of these changes to be minimised. A
part of this is new tenants starting to arrive – we welcome Teen Challenge and Youth For
Christ Australia who moved into their new offices early in 2016. The QB Centre is such a
blessing for QB!
Staff-wise there is virtually nothing to report from the administrative part of the office. The
team from last year are all still with us and functioning extremely well. The Baplink team
have had a busy year with the conversion of the core banking system, and are now settling
into providing an enhanced service to our churches, as well as being able to link churches
into our arrangement with Xero accounting. Administratively, we are pressing forward on
a number of fronts, and we regularly report updates of this through our weekly Network
email newsletter. It is a great team – one I am very proud of in terms of their skills, work,
and attitude, and it is a joy to be on the journey with them. In terms of our Ministry Team
in 2015, there have been quite a few changes. We welcomed Aaron Fozzard (Crosslife)
to the Youth portfolio, Cathy Knetchli (Noosa) into Women’s Ministry and Stewart Pieper
(Gateway) as a Regional Consultant. We also appointed Warren Crank (Bracken Ridge)
to his new role as QB Regional Consultant, although he did not start work until February
2016.
No doubt one of the most significant joys for me in this role is the opportunity to work with
the people who serve in voluntary capacities in the governance and management of QB
and its departments. For all who do so, please accept my heartfelt appreciation on behalf
of everyone at QB. This, of course, starts with our board and the councils that manage
our charter groups, but for me it is the ASG Committee who I probably spend the most
time wrestling with and seeking to find the best way forward. I thank God for these people
and their willingness to use their giftedness in this way.
Most significantly, thank you to my wife, Shelley, who is just as dedicated to the service of
QB as I am, or I wouldn’t be here. She is the lynch pin of my personal support network
that includes our rapidly growing-up kids, our supportive home group who continue to
uphold us in prayer, and indeed our wider church family at Kruger Parade who are both
encouraging and grounding. I want to conclude by thanking the members of Queensland
Baptists for their ongoing support of me in this role. At times, just a short email or a shared
word of encouragement has been so important in pressing on. I look forward to all God is
going to be doing with us at QB in the year ahead, and thank Him for his constant guidance
through the challenges of this year we are celebrating.
God bless!
Phillip McCallum
Director – Administrative Services
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Baplink

‘LOOK WHO’S BRANCHING OUT’
What a year in Baplink. Generally, we finish our reports by thanking the team, I will start
by thanking this amazing, wonderful, dedicated and all round great team here in Baplink:
pictured L-R: Kym, Elisha, Chelsea, Libby, Steve, Tony and Colin.
In November 2015, after two very long years of hard work, Baplink implemented “Bapnet”
our new online transactional platform. Bapnet replaces the old outdated system, Domino,
and allows Baplink to move into an expanded range of transactional services for our church
and affiliate clients.
2015 also saw us commence our branching out program. Over the coming months and
years, Baplink will roll out our new products and services to churches and affiliates across
Queensland. We have been travelling across the state during 2015, visiting the many
wonderful churches of Queensland Baptists, seeking to connect and offer products that
the churches want and need. We will continue this engagement with churches through
2016 and beyond.
This year we have implemented a number of programs and services to expand our
capabilities:






Bapnet
BPay
Promaster (credit card management)
Xero accounting program
Baplink Website (www.baplink.org.au)

These programs allow Baplink to do so much more for our churches, and our pastors. In
addition to rolling out these programs, the Baplink team have been providing face to face
training to our church administrators and treasurers on Bapnet, transactional services and
Xero. This training will continue through 2016 with face to face training and online training
modules being offered.
Xero is a cloud based accounting program that allows churches to quickly and easily stay
up to date with their financials, reporting obligations and church management. It can be
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used anywhere on any device, allowing volunteers to work for the church from home or
elsewhere when they are available.
We have been overwhelmed with the positive feedback and the uptake of Xero across the
Queensland Baptists’ network. To date, over 40 QB churches are now using Xero for their
accounting and financial reporting, with more requesting implementations each week.
Baplink is so pleased to offer a program and service which is meeting the needs of our
churches, allowing them to spend less time in the numbers, and more time in ministry.
We have seen a stability in the interest rates, however we should not take comfort that this
situation will continue. It is our intention to provide selective fixed rate lending,
commencing in the early part of 2016, to our churches and affiliates.
The financial results for 2015 were strong and in line with expectations:




Total approved loans $63.6m
Total investments $117.7m
Net operating profit $1.077m up from $747k in 2014

The Baplink team remains committed to serve Queensland Baptists.
Robert Chapman
Manager
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Baptist Heritage Queensland
At the annual meeting of the Society in November 2014, Mr Eric
Kopittke was appointed president, Dr Ken Smith as
secretary/treasurer and Mrs Rosemary Kopittke as publications
officer. Sadly, this was not to be. Dr Ken Smith took ill on the
evening of that meeting and was not able to take up his duties at
all, finally passing away on 4 March 2015. At a special election in
February, when it was clear that Dr Smith would not be able to
serve in his position, Dr Anne Klose was appointed secretary and
Miss Hope Colegrove as treasurer.
Sympathy and support were expressed to Helen Smith and the
family, and BHQ was well represented at Dr Smith’s funeral. He had been an enthusiastic
and devoted member for a very long time and had served as secretary and then as
secretary/treasurer since 1996. He had also been highly active in several other areas of
Baptist Union of Queensland life.
A full review of the financial situation of BHQ has been conducted during the year, showing
it to be healthy; some adjustments were made to the investments for greater consolidation
and convenience. Apart from the usual postage and printing costs, the major item of
expenditure this year has been a large scanner for use in the Archives. This is now being
used extensively as the digitisation of the Archives photographic collection is well
underway. Additionally, at the annual meeting in November 2015, it was resolved to
purchase a copy stand which holds a camera, permitting photography (digital or otherwise)
of documents, photographs or other artefacts too large, delicate, or awkward to be placed
on a scanner. As the QB transition to digital archiving gathers pace, it is expected that
many other materials will be digitised in the future. It is also expected that the scanning of
The qb magazines and BUQ Yearbooks/reports will be finalised in due course.
The research and publication work of the Society has been quiet this year with work
proceeding slowly on the history of the Darling Downs churches. However, Bill Hughes
has completed his work on the pioneer pastor, Rev William Moore, and published it in hard
copy and e-book through Xlibris under the title, ‘The Gardener’ Pastor William Moore 18261906. He has also produced a history of the City Tabernacle Baptist Church organ and
choir.
QB Forum has been published regularly with various articles of history and information,
and our column has appeared regularly in The qb magazine. There have been some
changes to the website, which also has links from the QB website; the BHQ pages are
made available as part of the site of one of the members. It is expected that there will be
a gradual shift to providing Forum in electronic form for those who request it.
Some investigations have been carried out during the year in regard to placement of
historical plaques marking key Baptist buildings in the Brisbane CBD area, but it has
proven difficult to make any progress.
As churches steadily age, there are a number of significant anniversaries approaching. Do
you celebrate your church’s anniversary? This can be a time of rejoicing about the Lord’s
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blessings over the years, and of looking forward to the future. Details of significant
anniversaries can be shared with others through The qb.
The Society is anxious that historical information and data be collected before it is too late.
It is pleasing to note that there has been a steady flow of accessions to the Archives of a
variety of sources and types of material; from churches, BUQ and individuals. Anne
Cameron has continued her valuable work in checking box contents, updating statistical
and other basic information, and making updated finding aids of church related and
denominational materials.
Now is the time to collect early records for the Archives. Are there any good quality
photographs of people or events, preferably with names and dates? Has the history of
your church been compiled? Are the old records of your church stored safely? Do we have
the details of your church’s old records? Contact the archivist, Rev Dr David Parker, for
assistance in these areas.
At the annual meeting in October 2015, the following office bearers were appointed: Eric
Kopittke, President; Bill Hughes, Secretary: Hope Colgrove, Treasurer; and Rosemary
Kopittke, Publications Officer. Meetings in 2016 are scheduled for 19 March, 11 June and
29 October. If you have an interest in the maintenance and development of our Baptist
heritage here in Queensland, you are welcome to join us. Help in processing archival
material is always appreciated.
Mr Eric Kopittke
President
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Baptist World Aid Australia
James 1:27 Religion that God our Father accepts as pure
and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in
their distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by
the world.
BAPTIST WORLD AID AUSTRALIA’S MISSION





 Partner with like-minded agencies overseas to empower
communities to lift themselves out of poverty, challenge injustice
and build resilience.
Partner with Christians and churches in Australia, particularly those from the
Baptist movement, in generous giving, ethical consumption, courageous advocacy
and faithful prayer in order to achieve justice for people living in poverty.
Create a professional and enriching environment for staff and the board as they
serve in the name of Jesus.

ANNUAL REPORT
This has been another year marked by tremendous achievement and breakthrough in our
mission, both within Australia and globally. Financially, we have been blessed with record
results, achieving total FY revenue of A$19.18 million, a 13.4% increase on our 2014/15
result. Just under $2 million of this revenue was from Queensland churches and
individual donors. This continued financial growth lays a firm foundation for our ongoing
effectiveness in the realisation of our mission.
Over the past few years we have sought to dream bigger about our role as more effective
agents of change, envisaging innovative and impactful ways to bring about sustained
transformation of lives, individuals, communities and nations trapped in poverty.
The annual report, which is available on our website, is full of astounding examples of
those dreams bursting into reality. We have taken a leadership role in the global Baptist
movement to build stronger commitment to addressing poverty and its associated
injustices as a core denominational mission, and we have made substantial advances,
which is very gratifying. We continue to lead by example, paving the way for Baptist
ministries worldwide to be more cooperative, and subsequently more effective. Our
capacity for humanitarian response has expanded significantly and we continue to deal
with the impact of natural and conflict-based disasters across the world.
Our engagement with major corporates, particularly in the fashion and electronics
industries, has facilitated the growth of far more ethical and transparent workplace
practices. In turn, this has driven a rising level of consideration for the eradication of
exploitation of workers which has reinforced poverty and vulnerability in developing
countries. Individual church Catalyst groups have played a vital role in this process.
Queensland’s 11 formal Catalyst groups, plus many individuals, have made their voices
heard. The movement of passionate supporters in Australia continues to grow, adding, not
only voice to advocacy on behalf of the global poor but also showing generosity by
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financially supporting our efforts. We are continually humbled by the Christ-like love shown
by our faithful supporters.
Our international community development programs continue to be regarded across the
sector as high quality and transformative. We are now mentoring other agencies and
helping them become more effective in this field. Almost a million people across the
developing world are being positively impacted because of our joint efforts. Our Christian
partners, many working in dangerous and difficult situations, continue to show the
unconditional love of Jesus Christ to their neighbours.
All of these achievements are underpinned by an amazing team of people – staff,
volunteers and board. Highly qualified and very passionate, the team works together under
a common vision, united by a strong set of values which itself is built upon the shared faith
which motivates us all as followers of Jesus. We are so thankful for all of them.
Finally, thank you to our individual and church supporters. Thank you to the more
than 40 churches that have welcomed me into your churches to share what God is doing
around the world. All of you are important whether your support is via prayer, financing a
community development project, sponsoring a child, giving to a disaster appeal, or
advocating. Each of you has been vital to the increase of our capacity and our progress
towards the realisation of our vision for a world where poverty has ended, and all people
enjoy the fullness of life God intends.

Andy Coller
Queensland State Representative
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Carinity
Staying true to our Baptist mission
2015 was the year Carinity reaffirmed itself as a steadfast
organisation.
“Count it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of various
kinds, for you know that the testing of your faith produces
steadfastness” (James 1:2-8).
In our 66th year as an outreach of Queensland Baptists, Carinity
endured its ultimate trial. We walked through dark valleys facing
false accusations of abuse and neglect. While at times afraid, we
were encouraged by the support of last year’s QB Assembly, and with the Lord by our
side, we were comforted the truth would prevail. And it did.
A Few Trials
The calendar year of 2015 was undoubtedly our most challenging. In February, outrageous
claims levelled against our Bundaberg community by The Australian newspaper and its
“anonymous” source were shown to be baseless. After eight days of auditing by the
Australian Aged Care Quality Agency, it determined there was no "undue risk" despite the
heightened scrutiny. The agency subsequently endorsed our Bundaberg community with
the maximum three-year reaccreditation term. This was a demonstration of the
Government’s confidence in our delivery of high-quality care.
Nevertheless, the sensational nature of the false claims by the newspaper prompted an
unprecedented simultaneous audit across all Carinity’s aged-care sites and ongoing
auditing throughout 2015. After the most extensive investigation of an aged care provider
in this country, Carinity challenged the might of the Australian Government. Rarely does
an aged care provider stand against the regulatory agency. Despite the incredible strain
on our people, we persisted.
In July, sanctions against our Laidley community were quashed by the Department of
Social Services after Carinity demonstrated the errors in the false claims asserted by the
agency. Then, on the eve of a court hearing in December, the agency chose to settle our
legal action rather than have the claims tested by a judge. As a consequence, the Federal
Court of Australia ruled the agency had “failed to observe the requirements of procedural
fairness” in making “findings adverse” to Carinity.
The court made orders “quashing” the agency’s findings and ordered it to compensate
Carinity by paying $25,000 of our costs. The agency was further required to “take all
necessary steps to remove (and to keep removed) from its web-site” any “reference which
might indicate to the reader that a finding of serious risk was made” against Carinity. As a
matter of law, the effect of the orders is as if the agency’s adverse findings against Carinity
were never made.
Throughout the 10 months it took to clear Carinity’s name, all our nine aged-care
communities remained, and continue to remain, fully accredited. The ordeal tested the
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faith, resolve and stamina of so many of our people but we are a more robust and focused
organisation as a result.
In our Aged Care division, we have, for example:





Enhanced our capabilities in service delivery, performance monitoring and
reporting;
Strengthened our capabilities in compliance systems, quality management and
continuous improvement;
Made strides in our progress towards best-practice dementia care and associated
special-needs services; and
Enhanced feedback and complaint-management processes.

All of these improvements have supported our Strategic Plan and our drive to be a leader
in the delivery of outstanding client-centric aged-care experiences.
Despite the time and resources needed to establish the truth and defend our reputation,
Carinity continued to focus on Queenslanders in need through providing essential services
in aged care, alternative education, retirement living, and youth emergency
accommodation. We also focused on providing disability support, family counselling and
pastoral care.
Integrated Aged Care and Retirement Living
We were privileged in January 2015 to celebrate the 109th birthday of Carinity Clifford
House resident, Evelyn Vigor, the oldest living person in Queensland. Evelyn is one of
more than 3000 residents we care for every year. Retirement living resident, Ruth Van
Beek, was awarded Carinity’s biannual Volunteer of the Year Award for her enormous
contribution to our Kepnock Grove aged-care community in Bundaberg. The site’s
spacious grounds and fantastic facilities proved an ideal location for our inaugural Airing
of the Quilts Festival which engaged more than 500 local people.
Our ambition to deliver innovative customer-focused services remains resolute. As part of
our commitment to high-quality care, Carinity was one of a small number of organisations
across the country to voluntarily participate in the National Aged Care Quality Indicators
Programme Pilot for residential aged care services.
We continue with our expansion of creating seniors’ communities integrating retirement
living with in-home care, supported living and residential aged care. Five projects totalling
around $230M are planned to be delivered over the next few years at Mudgeeraba,
Toowoomba, Brisbane, Bargara and Townsville.
In May, we concluded about $3M in civil works at Brookfield. This included demolition of
structures, a new roadway and bridge and the construction of major retaining walls. The
$20M aged-care building is expected to start construction in May 2016.
Significant progress was made in Townsville on the $55M Fairfield Grange community
despite the collapse of the builder, causing more than six months in delays and
considerable additional expenses. The 96-suite state-of-the-art, aged-care building is on
track to open in July 2016. Progress on the other sites saw civil works begin on the
Mudgeeraba development in January 2016 and preparation for a likely development
application approval for Bargara in the middle of 2016.
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Our focus on aged care also extends to supporting people in their homes. On the back of
winning the second-highest number of aged care places in Queensland for 2015, we
continue to pursue home care growth through private services and brokerage.
In October last year we completed our first Home Care Net Promoter Score to establish a
benchmark in customer engagement, achieving a ranking which compares well with other
Australian providers. A pilot of Older Person’s Outcome Star was also implemented last
year to create a shared pathway for clients and lifestyle carers to remain positively
focussed on client life goals. These initiatives are driven by our desire to achieve best
practice outcomes for our clients.
In March 2015 we reached our goal of filling 1300 government-supported domestic
assistance places for our Carinity Clean service. This innovative partnership with Jim’s
Cleaning has proven highly successful, delivering critical home support at an affordable
price.
Education, Youth and Community Services
In March we formally unveiled the $3.7M Numberlee Kunerra Learning Place at Carinity
Education – Southside, the only all-girls alternative education school in Queensland. In
July we announced Carinity Education – Rockhampton, our third special assistance
school. By the end of the year we had completely renovated the site, engaged the local
community, hired and trained staff and established a new model of service. The school
opened in January 2016 with 27 students.
Rockhampton was also the focus of enhancements to our counselling and youth
accommodation services. We transitioned On Track to a new model of service focused on
delivering complex support needs to four young people. We also implemented a new
funding model for our Adolescent Wellness Program which supports children and
teenagers confronting self-harm and suicide in Central Queensland.
Carinity also achieved reaccreditation under the Human Services Quality Standards for
our disability and child safety out-of-home care services.
Sustainability
We continued to make improvements in our ambition to reduce our environmental footprint
by implementing a Sustainability Strategy. In 2015, we began a $900,000 plan to convert
the majority of our aged care sites to renewable energy to save around 459.8 tonnes of
greenhouse gases annually. All future aged-care developments will be run on solar power
which makes us the first aged-care provider in Queensland, if not Australia, to commit all
of its residential communities to renewable energy. The energy generated from solar
panels is expected to account for 20% of all Carinity’s energy costs.
Our Sustainability Plan has also achieved a 40% reduction in paper use. We also audit
and manage all of our food waste, clinical waste, water usage which has resulted in water
savings as well as a substantial reduction on food scraps going to landfill.
As part of our sustainability plan, all of our goods and services are provided by like-minded
socially responsible companies to ensure that, as an organisation, we are playing our part
in ensuring the health of our planet for future generations.
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Chaplaincy and Innovation
In May we farewelled Chaplain Gordon Dobbin who retired at 90 as Queensland’s most
senior Baptist hospital chaplain. With the introduction of the Chaplains’ Appeal in June, we
raised more than $30,000 of which $7000 contributed to the establishment of a Baptistdeveloped Certificate IV training in Chaplaincy and Pastoral Care. This unique course is a
partnership jointly developed by Carinity and The Training Collaborative through which all
coursework is offered online. It is nationally recognised and provides the qualifications
required to work or volunteer as a Baptist Chaplain in a wide range of situations including
aged care and hospitals, and with some minor adjustments, prisons and schools. There
are only 15 places available each year and the course is being offered Australia-wide from
1 February 2016. This is a major step in the growth of our chaplaincy program which sees
our 25 chaplains support more than 13 000 people in their times of need in Queensland
hospitals and Carinity’s aged-care communities annually.
Feeding struggling families, teaching teens critical driving skills and supporting parents
through the loss of a child were among 10 Baptist community initiatives funded under
Carinity’s annual $50,000 Innovations Grants. The successful churches were from
Stafford, Ferny Grove, Clontarf, Yandina, Chancellor Park and Buderim as well as the
regional towns of Gympie, Bundaberg and Rockhampton.
Now in their 10th year, the grants were established to support local people build stronger
communities through addressing emerging social issues, picking up those people falling
through the cracks, and trying to create sustainable solutions. Over the past nine years
Carinity has funded 96 initiatives across Queensland.
Steadfast
Our people are our greatest asset. They go above and beyond and we could not have
achieved so much, especially in such a challenging year, without their commitment to
serving our Lord and serving others. In 2015 we implemented three new Enterprise
Agreements covering almost every employee across Education, Nursing and Support
Services. Thanks to the dedication, compassion and day-by-day efforts of our staff, we
care for more than 15 000 people in local communities across Queensland every year.
By any measure, Carinity is an extraordinary organisation with a distinguished heritage as
an outreach of Queensland Baptists. Despite all we have been through, we remain
resolute in Carinity's guiding purpose of “following the example of Jesus Christ, we exist
to reflect God’s love to people in need”.
There is no doubt, Carinity is steadfast. It is an organisation that I am extremely proud of
and privileged to lead.
Jon Campbell
Chief Executive Officer
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Global Interaction
A Year of Opportunities and Challenges
As part of Queensland Baptists, we have
been pleased to emphasise “discipling”. We
conducted a series of gatherings and
workshops featuring Mark Holt, “Global to
Local”. We were encouraged by the high
number of participants as well as the
practical ministry outcomes.
New cross-cultural workers, together with the challenges of forming partnership teams
(including monetary support) – these were focuses characterising the past year! The
downward trending of the Australian dollar has brought added pressure on resourcing and
supporting cross-cultural workers. How encouraging to learn of local congregations who
have realised this and increased their mission giving accordingly.
We have a group of candidates preparing to leave Australia. Some of these have
completed preparations, all we need is their complete partnership team. The Lord
continues to call and send.
Those who have recently gone from Queensland Churches:



Luke and Belle and Salem from Bracken Ridge Baptist, to Thailand
Ben and Petra, Bryce and Lachlan from Northreach Baptist, to the Silk Road area

Who’s preparing to go?
God continues to call people to cross-cultural service. Here are those who are on the way.
Some only need partnering and support from Queensland Baptist churches and individual
persons.




Jean-Claude and Joyce, Chris, Ornella, Venerande and Isabelle from All Nations
Revival Church, preparing for Malawi
Tristan and Megan and Zechariah from Gateway Baptist, preparing for Cambodia.
Dan and Becky, Connor, Ella and Elizabeth from Beacon Baptist, destination to be
determined

Short-term workers make a wonderful contribution too. Examples from the last year (or
preparing to go) are David and Lesley Vance (South Asia), Ros Beazley (Thailand), Karilyn
Ewings (Malawi).
Cross-cultural workers
John and Glenda (Silk Road area) with health issues for Glenda, concluded service with
Global Interaction at the end of February 2015, after service over years in PNG and the
Silk Road.
We appreciated Tim and Mel Downes with Jarred and Clayton (from Malawi) being in
Queensland for the first half of the year for their home assignment.
From Queensland churches (using first names only) and serving cross-culturally:


Morris (and Ros) – South Asia
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Graeme (and Coral) – South Asia
Lyndal (and Lukgade) – Thailand
Tim, Mel, Jarred and Clayton -- Malawi
Clive – Central Asia
Maz and Ezzie, Puia and Nadya – South East Asia
Ken and Roz – Silk Road area
Scott, Janelle, Rosie and Isaac – Cambodia
Luke and Belle and Salem – Thailand
Ben and Petra, Bryce and Lachlan – Silk Road area
Geoff (and Lyn) – Papua New Guinea

State team
Karen Haynes, our Young Adult Consultant has continued to build networks of young
adults who have a heart for cross-cultural mission as well as tracking with enquirers for
serving. Lynda McMahon, Executive Assistant to me in the Queensland Office, contributes
well in “making things happen”. The state team is a fun and focused team! We appreciate
being part of Queensland Baptists’ significant contribution to global mission.
“Behind the scenes” functioning as a Reference Group for the State Director: Warren
Crank, Jan and Larry Martin, David Moyes, Brian Laurens and Luther Ramsay.
The Stamps Group contribute magnificently to Global Interaction: $60 000 in a year is an
outstanding contribution!
I continue to assist in Papua New Guinea with the Baptist Union of Papua New Guinea,
through to the end of 2016. My focus there is equipping trainers and leaders, especially
pastoral trainers.
Future
I conclude as State Director on 30 April 2016. I’m grateful for the opportunity to serve in
the role for over seven years.
We look forward to others applying for cross-cultural work. Opportunities continue to be
plentiful. Will you pray that the Lord will send forth labourers into his harvest?

Geoff Cramb
State Director
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Indigenous Ministries
Newly Implemented Initiative
During 2015, the Indigenous ministries worked with World Vision
and dhiiyaan Church to implement an exciting project. The
Channels of Hope initiative is aimed at creating awareness of
gender equality and addressing gender based violence. It has
been well received and we have sensed the importance this has
for our communities and people. There was specific training
undertaken and workshops conducted. It has also led to two
newly created positions to work specifically within Brisbane on the
project. We hope to start to build opportunities to share the teaching into the broader
community landscape that we live, learn and love around. We also hope to continue to
make dhiiyaan a family that models what it means to show honour and respect to all
people. Our cultural frameworks and
our spiritual truths point us constantly
to this and we hope to make it a clear
expression of our lives, especially as
it relates to gender.
Bir’a Women’s Healing Ministry,
Brisbane QLD
Bir’a has been actively involved in the
Channels of Hope initiative but it has
also been a very busy and productive
time for their own initiatives. This
ministry has been created to meet a
very important need within the
Indigenous community. There has
been counselling provided, closer
activities with school groups, yarning
circles, invitations to address Dhiiyaan exploring Channels of Hope Bible
Studies on gender equality.
gatherings, mentoring and pastoral
care ministry. There is a great
momentum for the ministry and we praise God for this.
Cultural and Spiritual Journey, Warlpiri Country NT
Although not an official part of the QB ministry it was an incredible opportunity to travel in
August to the back blocks of the Northern Territory. I travelled with two other Christian men
involved in respective Indigenous ministries in Sydney and Victoria. The three weeks were
an amazing time to listen (and learn) to God and some incredible people. Specifically, we
went to Lajamanu where there has been a Global Interaction work for many years. It was
a great privilege to meet respected Christian elder, Jerry Jangala, and to experience firsthand the deep teaching on offer. We also went to Darwin to see his son (and mine
culturally!) Steven Wanta. We again received great blessings as we talked and marvelled
at the ancient and almighty work of God.
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Raising
Awareness
Developing Partnerships

and

It has been a busy year of
continuing to look for Godordained
opportunities
and
partnerships with ministries and
churches. Relationship building is
necessarily slow but essential, and
there has been much to celebrate
in terms of growing some fantastic
partnerships with very committed
and dedicated people. It really is a
great prayer and praise point and
an invitation to others if they wish
to explore it for themselves.

Meeting with church members at Lajamanu, NT

Bethel, Dalby QLD
The previous ministry property has been handed over and is now being developed and
operated by Indigenous Christians. We have begun to receive a real vision for the property
and have already started to conduct ministry on and from Bethel. God has opened very
specific doors and although there is much work to be done, we are very clear that there is
key ministry to take place.
Billy Williams
Coordinator
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Malyon College
2015 was another exciting and
challenging year for Malyon College as
we continued to pursue our calling to
“develop Christians of influence”. Once
again we have sought to embrace the
promise given by God in Jeremiah
3:15, “Then I will give you shepherds
after my own heart, who will lead you
with knowledge and understanding.”
Our task and privilege has been to
equip faithful shepherds who, out of
their own deep personal knowledge and love of God, are committed to leading others with
godly wisdom and understanding. We thank God for his abundant provision and
faithfulness to us throughout the year past. We also give thanks to God for the support
and encouragement of our Queensland Baptist family who continue to see the immense
value of the ministry which is undertaken by Malyon College.
Malyon Council
The Malyon Council has once again provided wise and godly oversight of the ministry of
the College. In 2015 it comprised Nathan Harris (Chair), Richard Kingham, Ann Farrell,
Mark Hodgson, Matt Hunt, Phil Nickerson, Wendy Carter, John Sweetman (Principal),
David Loder (QB General Superintendent), Philip McCallum (QB Director of Admin
Services), Haydn Lea (Student Representative) and Ian Hussey (Faculty Representative).
Nathan Harris resigned from the council at the end of 2015 to take on the extra
responsibilities as senior pastor at Bridgeman Baptist.
Faculty and Staff
Our full-time faculty for 2015 were John Sweetman (Principal, Practical and Pastoral
Studies), Peter Francis (Vice-Principal, Field Education Director; Practical and Pastoral
Studies, Missions), D Morcom (Church History, Greek Exegesis, Baptist Studies), Charles
de Jongh (Academic Dean, Bible, Youth), Ian Hussey (Online Developer, Postgraduate
Studies Director, Practical and Pastoral Studies, New Testament), and AJ Culp
(Languages, Old Testament). Neil Bernard, our Registrar, also continued to teach in the
area of New Testament and has overseen our Launch program.
D Morcom took six months of study leave in second semester. During this leave, D focused
on researching and writing a commentary on 2 Peter to be published by Lexham Press in
their “Transformative Word” series. Andrew Dunstan (Theology) dropped to half-time
lecturing throughout 2015 in order to focus on the completion of his doctoral thesis through
Oxford University. Dave Benson (Christian Thought, Director of Traverse Centre) returned
from England and lectured part-time while he finished his PhD through The University of
Queensland. He has now submitted his thesis and is awaiting his examiners’ reports. He
will be working almost full-time for Malyon in 2016.
Other part-time faculty continue to provide an invaluable contribution in the teaching
ministry of the College. In 2015 these included Jim Gibson (Theology), Lorelle Madden
(Pastoral Skills and Methods), Anne Klose (Spiritual Formation, Baptist History), Max
Davidson (Greek Exegesis), Faith Giovas (Children’s Ministry), and Steve Forward
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(Chaplaincy). The QB Regional Consultants have also provided valuable input into our
Field Education program. Don McLellan has continued to mentor distance students and
provide lecturing and marking assistance when needed. Visiting lecturers in MA units
included Alan Hirsch (Missional Leadership in the 21st Century), George Weiland (Acts:
Entering the Story of Mission), and David Parker (Evangelical Social Ethics).
Jim Gibson concluded lecturing for Malyon at the end of 2015 (although he continues to
have a Malyon office and will be a presence around the place). Jim commenced on Malyon
faculty in 1993 and in 23 years of lecturing theology, he has had a huge influence on the
theological formation of generations of Christian leaders in Queensland and beyond. Jim’s
passion for the gospel is legendary and he hopes to take the opportunity to conduct short
evangelistic crusades throughout Australia, as well as to continue to pastor the Salisbury
church. Lorelle Madden also lectured her last unit in second semester. She has built quite
a reputation in lecturing our pastoral care unit over many years and will be missed around
the place.
The faculty’s regular participation in both Professional Development days and Graduate
Colloquiums continues to ensure that they are keeping up with the ever-changing face of
tertiary and theological education. Many of the faculty have been busy writing and
presenting at conferences. For example, Ian, Peter and Charles have written chapters of
books, AJ, Dave and Ian have written journal articles, and AJ has been working on a
commentary on Deuteronomy.
The day-to-day smooth operation of the College owes much to the valuable work of our
other staff members. Kerry Connell has served as College Manager for two days per week.
Susan Pottinger and Nancy Connell are a great team as they keep the front office buzzing
and cheerfully attend to the needs of both students and staff. Jill Walker continues to
provide an invaluable service in maintaining our library. She is regularly assisted by
volunteers Margaret deMaria, Sue Kingsford and Michael Simmill. Eustacia Yates
continues to build our profile through her role as Communications Manager. Throughout
2015 many of our students, once again, derived enormous benefit from the guidance and
assistance of Scott Rowan who served as our student tutor.
Sadly, at the end of 2015 we said farewell to three of our staff. Kerry and Nancy Connell
are retiring and Scott Rowan (our tutor) has accepted a pastoral call to the Jimboomba
church. Kerry and Nancy have been part of the furniture at Malyon for over 10 years and
have made an enormous contribution to the college and its staff and students. Scott has
also been at Malyon since 2006, first as a student and then as tutor. He has done a brilliant
job and will be greatly missed.
In 2016, we will welcome three new team members to replace those who are leaving: Rev
Russell Matthews (College Manager and Student Chaplain), Jonathan Lamprecht (Office
Administrator) and David Evans (Tutor). We are excited about the contribution they will
make. Susan Pottinger (Office Manager) will move to a new role as Malyon Bursar.
Students
After five years of continual growth, the 2015 enrolments were slightly down on the 2014
numbers. Malyon had 124 full-time equivalents in semester 1 and 114 in semester 2. Once
again our large, diverse student body was wonderfully served by the Student Council and
Brent Van Mourik who was elected by the students as Student President. He was very
ably assisted by a great team that kept the place humming.
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On 2 March 2015, the Malyon Graduation service, held at Bridgeman Baptist Community
Church, witnessed 45 people graduating with awards which ranged from Diploma of
Ministry to Master of Arts in Theology. Among the graduates, at least 15 are pastoring
churches. Others have moved into missions or parachurch ministries, while some now
have ministries in their workplace. One of the blessings of ministry in the college setting is
the realisation that as the faculty and staff invest in the lives of the students we are also
making exponential investment in the cause of the kingdom of God.
We are again indebted to Queensland Baptist churches and pastors who enable our
students to gain practical experience through their involvement in the Field Education
program of the College. While there have been some changes to this program over recent
years, we continue to be committed to the invaluable contribution of this program
particularly in the development of effective pastors and ministry leaders.
Other New Initiatives in 2015













The Malyon Council established an Executive that deals with issues between Council
meetings.
Malyon has been approved to teach the new ACT Master of Ministry.
We are introducing more online video content in units.
Dr Anne Klose joined the faculty as a part-time lecturer.
A mentoring system for female students was established with Wendy Francis and
Anne Klose as the mentors.
We further developed our spiritual formation units and made them compulsory in three
year awards.
Units written using a discovery approach to learning were trialled.
We developed new units in vocational ministry and pastoring the small church.
2000 library books were catalogued and shipped to Saura College in the Solomon
Islands.
Dave Benson became chair of the program committee for the Lausanne 2016 Young
Leaders Gathering in Jakarta. Ian Hussey became chief editor of the Crucible Journal.
Charles de Jongh became president of the South Pacific Association of Evangelical
Colleges.
We started planning a whole range of specialised diplomas and graduate diplomas.

The Malyon Centres - Malyon Leadership, Malyon Traverse, Malyon Workplace
Malyon Traverse had a quiet year with its director, Dave Benson, finishing the writing of
his doctorate. (2016 will see some significant developments.) Malyon Workplace had an
extremely productive year under its director, Murray Wright. We ran our first conference
(140 attendees and very positive feedback) and have become a leading player in Australia
in developing whole-of-life discipleship programs (in conjunction with the London Institute
of Contemporary Christianity). Malyon Leadership (directors – John Sweetman and Darren
Dakers) continued its ministry in developing younger Christian leaders through its
neoLeader conference and retreat, and leadership retreat groups for pastors. All the
centres have excellent websites with loads of resources.
Thanks and Praise
2015 has been another productive and challenging year for Malyon. We thank you for
your continued support as we praise God for our students, our hard-working faculty and
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staff, and for the hundreds of individuals and churches who support us through their
financial gifts, prayers, and participation in our networks and events. Each year we are
astounded as we see God continue to pour out his blessing upon us as a College as we
look to him for his wisdom, grace and blessing. We passionately follow our calling to
“develop Christians of influence” who will contribute to the fulfilment of the prayer, “Lord,
your kingdom come; your will be done on earth, as it is in heaven.”
John Sweetman (Principal) and Peter Francis (Vice-Principal)
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MTQ
The task of effective evangelism and disciple-making in this state
is one that is shared by so many ministries within Queensland
Baptists. From the frontline churches seeking to reach their
communities, to the programmes co-ordinated for children and
young people, all the way up to those seeking to help the aged to
flourish! MTQ forms one piece of that big picture. There is no
mandate for Church planting in Scripture of course, but there is
for evangelism and disciple-making and MTQ is engaged in being
a part of that vital work. MTQ seeks to support the development
of evangelism and disciple-making that results in Church planting.
Last February I took over the leadership of MTQ from James Baker and I want to place on
record my gratitude to him for his leadership and commitment to the establishment of new
faith communities through evangelism and church planting. I commend him for his
faithfulness and wish him well in the new ventures to which Jesus has called him.
There are some great things happening. The Life Point team have established a new
congregation at Redcliffe; the Crosslife congregation at Highland Reserve is looking to
establish a second congregation; the Bellbowrie MTQ work has been constituted this year;
and, a sign of the great blessing on the work of Emil Rahimov, there are three new Phase
1 congregations added to the multi-ethnic faith communities in Queensland, and there is
a new work being led by Doug Drinnan west of Caloundra too. There are huge
development plans for the south Caloundra area; our Caboolture brothers and sisters are
looking west to new possibilities in the land developments there and also there are some
great things being done in the Hervey Bay area by our brothers and sisters there. So many
are thinking of evangelism and disciple-making resulting in Church planting!
The third INSPIRE conference for Church planters and their teams was held in May 2015.
Andrew Turner (from South Australian Baptist Union) and Ron and Paula Turner (Outback
Connection) led the sessions. Their experience and the opportunity to network and pray
together continued to be very significant. In 2016 this initiative will be taken to the whole
state with INSPIRE days being planned for Townsville and others proposed for Cairns,
Rockhampton and Toowoomba. In addition, a key day will be held for those in the south
east corner. These days are designed to draw as many as possible in our churches around
the theme of innovation in evangelism and disciple-making that results in Church planting.
Vision 100 continues to offer an annual gathering for pastors and leaders interested in
Church planting and at the August 2015 gathering the input included what is happening in
the area of multi-site strategies as a part of Church planting. These events are vital, not
only in terms of the input but also in the networking that goes on around the sessions. This
will continue in 2016.
The Ministry Advisory Group has been reformed and I am so grateful to Emil Rahimov
(Regional Consultant), Jason Coleman (Life Point) and Paul Butler (New Heart) as well as
Phillip McCallum for agreeing to support me in this practical way. Your prayerful support
for these meetings would be appreciated.
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As MTQ leader I have been involved in the delivery of the Church planting intensive that
is offered by Malyon. What a wonderful opportunity to meet with 18 leaders all keen to be
effective in evangelism and disciple-making. Seven were actually in a Church plant and
another four were looking into it in obedience to Jesus. A wonderful week-long
conversation around Scripture and best practice.
Thank you for your prayerful support and I look forward to keeping in contact with you
throughout the year to harness that prayerful commitment even further.
Colin Stoodley
Leader of Mission to Queensland
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QB Kids and their Families
2015 was an incredible year for QB Kids and their Families – lots
of exciting events, milestones and by far the most encouraging:
QB Kids and their Families is no longer just headed up by one
person, but six! The QB Kids and their Families team now officially
consists of Pastor Tracy Valentine, Leeana McCullough, Astrid
Liebermann, Pastor Bruce Eckersley, Pastor Julie Terry and team
leader, Sally Contessi. We have come together officially in the last
quarter of 2015, with hopes and plans for 2016, so we are praying
that this coming year will enable us to connect, empower, equip
and encourage more children’s ministry leaders and churches as
we work together.
QCMN
QB Kids and their Families continues to be a part of a network that meets quarterly each
year called the Queensland Children’s Ministries Network (QCMN). Julie Terry and Sally
Contessi have been QB representatives to this network, and a part of its endeavours last
year. It is an interdenominational network that meets together with the intention to
advocate for children’s workers and families in churches across our state. It’s been a
pleasure and a blessing to work alongside other members of this team in training and
equipping leaders, churches and families across the state in initiatives such as, Here2Stay,
Messy Church events, Scripture Union events, chaplaincy, Girls and Boys Brigades and
more – including of course, the Ignite children’s ministry conference (see below). It pools
resources, shares events and is inclusive of many, to see children across our state
reached for Jesus. We hope to continue in partnership with the QCMN in 2016.
Ignite Children’s Ministry Conference and Expo
The QCMN, in partnership with many other churches and para-church organisations,
conducts Ignite conference each year for over 1000 delegates from across the state. It
hosts influential keynote speakers, a wide range of informative and helpful electives, as
well as providing a platform for networking and resource accessibility for churches. QB
Kids encourages children’s ministry workers, leaders and pastors in our churches to attend
as it is the biggest and most exhaustive training opportunity available. We invest
financially, physically, spiritually and mentally into this event to empower and equip
approximately 200 Baptist delegates from our churches each year.
We intentionally advertise this event as our largest event and get together each year, and
actively try to help as many rural and country-church delegates attend. Ignite offers
scholarships and free tickets to many from far and wide each year. We also promote the
training stream available to RI teachers, called RENEW, to equip and train our RI teachers
for the year.
The day leading up to Ignite also holds a special date in our calendars – 24 is the annual
‘Leader of Leaders’ training event run by Ignite/QCMN. In the 24 hours prior to Ignite,
leaders of teams in children’s ministry are invested in by experienced, well-known,
respected leaders in children’s ministry, and it is our children’s ministry leader ‘retreat’ for
the year.
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Both Ignite and 24 were well attended by our Baptist delegates in 2015, hearing from Ps
Dave Wakerley, the creative pastor of Hillsong Kids, in Sydney. It was a pleasure and
inspiration for many to hear him teach how to be creative and innovative in the children’s
ministry world.
At Ignite each year, the QB Kids team sets up a booth in the expo, and this platform
enables us to connect with many kids’ ministry leaders from around the state – some of
whom we haven’t met face-to-face in the past, simply because of distance. For this reason,
we continue to invest in Ignite & 24 because it means we get to network and equip many
kids’ ministry leaders from our churches, across the state, all together!
Kidshaper
In August, the national Australian Christian Churches kids’ ministry conference, Kidshaper,
was held on the Gold Coast. A number of children’s ministry workers, pastors and QB Kids
team members were able to attend as a leadership event to be inspired once again by
working with others and growing together. A particular highlight from this event was
hearing about the growing ministry to special needs children in the USA, inspiring many
leaders of our own to be more intentional in this area.
CMConnect Conference/LifeWay Kids Visit
In April I attended the CMConnect conference in Louisville, Kentucky, put on by
CMConnect’s Michael Chanley, a children’s pastor and international kids’ ministry worker.
It was an incredible experience hearing from world leaders in the field. Also, a great part
of this trip was being able to make contact with many of the leaders of churches and
organisations that write and publish the curriculum our churches purchase and use in our
own children’s ministries. Further to this, I visited Lifeway Kids in Nashville, after the
conference, and was able to learn more about the creation, publication and programs that
many of our churches use, and feed back to them information our churches gave to me.
These relationships have proven fruitful, now that we have contacts in the USA directly
who we can network with, and we have access to many resources and people who have
vast experience in children’s ministry.
The trip also allowed for me to once again speak with Michael Chanley, the director of
CMConnect, who eventually came out to Australia later in the year, and consequently
spoke at one of our own training events. Wow!
Family Discipleship Event
In August we were able to host our first training event for parents, kids’ ministry leaders
and pastors on family discipleship. We had previously run an elective at RISE: QB
Convention earlier in April with Ps Bruce Eckersley on the same topic, which was very well
attended and we have had many people inquire about this topic since. So we planned for
about 30 people to be trained by Michael Chanley, from CM Connect and had nearly 80
people come to hear him speak – which was incredible! We had some very encouraging
feedback about the event, made contact with lots of new faces and intend to run events
for kids’ ministry leaders and parents together in the future. One of our favourite nights of
the year! What a blessing to have Michael here with us and the support of so many keen
families.
Child Safety Risk Assessments
As said in last year’s annual report, there was a recognised significant need in many
churches to help with child safety and risk management strategy implementation. To assist
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with this, QB Kids and their Families partnered with Australian Baptist Insurance Services
to build some tools to help with risk management. These tools enable people to better
tackle risk management implementation in our local church ministries, so we can ensure
we are up to scratch with our child safety standards. We would like to thank the local
churches and people that raised the issues they were having so that we could address
them, and also Baptist Insurance Services for their help with creating the resources.
RI Nomination
Part of our plan at QB Kids is to empower the local church to support and equip their own
RI teachers. We have many, many RI teachers in our local churches, and so we would like
to be able to help connect them and empower them to do the best job they can. We have
subsequently nominated a local RI coordinator to be a part of an existing education
department quality assurance board, in the hopes that with a voice into the education
department, and with an ear to hear what they raise, we can better work together with
schools to produce a great RI experience for students and teachers alike.
To this end we have also nominated Julie Terry to be our RI teacher representative on the
QB Kids and Families team, to liaise with local RI teachers in our churches and represent
them to our team, so we can best support our churches in empowering them. Thank you,
Julie!!
Networking
As part of our ongoing work, we network with many local children’s pastors over coffee,
through the website, Facebook and by various other ways. It is always most encouraging
to me to have these catch-ups, and hear from children’s ministry workers from all our
churches, what is happening in their community, and how we can help partner with them.
I hope that this continues into 2016.
Team
I am very excited about the nomination of the team, as I have felt such support and
encouragement from having wise, experienced, passionate kids and families’ leaders by
my side for this last part of 2015. We, together as a team, are very excited about this first
year together, and will continue to
“awaken an urgency across Queensland Baptists to see children and families come to
know Jesus. To empower, equip and encourage church leaders to minister and support
families in their community”.
We are thankful to God for His blessings through this last year, and are excited to see
what He will do through us in this next year. Please join with us!
Sally Contessi
Coordinator
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QB Women
The last 12 months has been a time of growth and change within
Queensland Baptists Women’s ministry. We held five camps and
conferences across the state, based around the theme of Brave.
Our Central Queensland conference in Biloela was held in May
and is now our second biggest event. Women come from all over
CQ for this event which is now held over two days: Friday night
and Saturday. We have met many wonderful women from Central
Queensland, some of whom are now involved in our team that
helps run our other events.
We also held our first ever camp in Far North Qld at Atherton in May this year. We didn’t
have huge numbers but those who were there were excited and enthusiastic and can’t
wait for us to come back in 2016 so they can bring others. This camp was held at Quinola
Lakes, which, as you can tell by the name, has lakes, and there was lots of fun and
braveness happening with waterslides and high diving boards into freezing water!!
2015 was our second year to run a camp at the beautiful Mt Tamborine campsite; numbers
increased on the previous year, and a great time was had by all, especially those who
braved the ‘leap of faith’, which involves climbing high up a tree and jumping off! Not for
the faint hearted!
Mapleton was again our largest event, held on the first weekend in August. It was a
weekend of deep spiritual moments, fellowship and lots of laughter. Women shared their
stories with each other, did extreme sports together, prayed together and ate together.
There is a lot to be said for the camp environment, as women get to have the few days
together to get to know each other better, and to see God work amongst us.
We held our second conference in Toowoomba in August this year, numbers were up, and
we were excited to have women come from as far as Longreach in Central Queensland to
Moree in New South Wales. This conference is also held over two days, Friday night and
Saturday, and is a great time of hearing from God, and sharing together.
At each of these events we had great teaching, we worshipped and fellowshipped
together, shared our stories and prayed with each other. We heard brave stories from
everyday women who had faced big things in their lives, and how they had walked through
them, fully relying on God. Some of the stories were heartbreaking, but to hear how God
had supported and sustained them through their situations was encouraging and inspiring.
One story in particular, shared by Liz Woodhead at our Mapleton camp, was about her
journey with terminal cancer, and how through it all she knew Jesus was by her side and
was walking with her. Liz passed away in November this year and we had the immense
privilege of participating in her memorial service, from the worship music, to the speaking
and hosting. Liz had asked us to do this and it was a very special time for our women as
we were able to do everything she had asked for in her service; Jesus was preached, and
Liz was honoured as the beautiful godly women she was.
In October this year Sue Peters resigned from her positon of State Director of Queensland
Baptists Women, and I was appointed to the position at that time. I am very excited and
honoured to have been given this role, and am looking forward to see what God has in
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store for us as Queensland Baptists Women in the future. I have it on my heart to do
something for our outback women, so will be working towards that at a future date, as well
as continuing with our five current camps and conferences.
I’m thankful for the team God has placed around me who pray, support and do lots of
practical things to make each event happen. I’m looking forward to 2016, to meeting new
women around the state, and sharing the love of Jesus with them.
Cathy Knetchli
State Director
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QB Youth
2015 was a great time for QB Youth. It was filled with a new
leader, a new vision, an opportunity for 3DM to happen for key
Youth and Young Adults Pastors, D.I.G to be made available on
a greater scale, a comm[unity] to be invested into and grown, and
a great bar set for 2016.
It was an interesting year for myself as I was given the opportunity
to serve in this new capacity. Jesus placed me here with a
mission. I feel as though I am in this position to SENSE – Support,
Encourage, Network (with Youth and Young Adult
Pastors/leaders), Strategise and Engage. To achieve this mission
there has been as much face to face time as possible, phone calls, Facebook messaging,
emails and text messaging. With such a large state, the operation seems huge, however
Jesus has placed me in great situations and has allowed people to be free to meet in all
the right times and spaces – God is GOOD!!! I am seriously ready for what God has in
store for QB Youth in 2016.
QB Youth and Young Adults Retreat
During 2015 we saw the continuation of the Youth and Young Adult Leaders and Pastors’
retreat. The time was spent doing what young (and seasoned) pastors/leaders do –
spending time together to build up, spur on and share each other’s struggles and triumphs
over good food and, most importantly, good coffee. Out of this time we left recharged and
ready to go back to our places of ministry.
The retreat is highly recommended and required for our Youth and Young Adult Pastors
and Leaders as it continues a growing community and sustains them into the future as
they deal with issues that most of them are going through or may face in the future.
DIG
One of the outcomes from the retreat was the realisation that most of us found the resource
DIG to have been very helpful in the past. Geoff Eggins and James Alley teamed up to
develop this bible reading strategy, and because of this, many young people are being
equipped to read their bibles and ENJOY it.
So far, DIG has been used by a number of QB Youth Pastors in their contexts across the
state. The feedback has been encouraging, and many young people have begun a journey
using DIG that will hopefully be with them for life. QB Youth are compiling a list of people
who would like to get a hold of this resource or find out more information about it, in order
to organize another print run. If you would like more info on DIG check out
www.digyourbible.com.
3DM
2015 also saw the taster of the Australian Baptist Youth Ministries 3DM initiative. With the
go ahead of a substantial financial gift, this initiative has given the opportunity for 30
leaders from across the country, three of those being from the great state of Queensland.
In 2016 the initiative begins and together the team or huddle will grow.
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3D Movements is a global movement made up of leaders, church leaders and lay leaders
from across the globe. God is moving in many places and in many different ways and 3DM
continues to work alongside these leaders to put discipleship and mission back in the
hands of ordinary people.
2016
God willing, 2016 is set to be another great year for QB Youth as we Support,
Encourage, Network, Strategise and Engage in our ministry spaces. Please be praying
for our youth and young adults in Queensland, as well as their pastors and leaders:
invest and encourage them regularly.
Aaron Fozzard
Coordinator
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QCCC
Ministry:
QCCC has continued along the ministry strategy announced in
last year’s report.
Rundle and Steffen’s book on Great
Commission Companies suggests social transformation comes
from the confluence of the Great Commission (Matthew 28:18-20)
and the Great Commandment (Matthew 22:36-40 Mats Tunehag
advocates a Triple Mandate of Christian witness through the
introduction of the Creation Mandate (Genesis 1:27-28)1. Jim
Collins suggests the concept of a “sweet spot” for businesses,
encouraging a “hedgehog concept” of focusing on activities within
the confluence of passion, profitability and competency2. When
this sweet spot approach is extrapolated to the Triple Mandate of Christian Witness, it
becomes clear that Christian camping can operate comfortably within the sweet spot
created by their confluence.
Focusing exclusively on the proclamation aspects of the Great Commission can put a
camping program into something of a wheel-wobble, particularly if there’s an intent to work
with secular schools who may be averse to proselytising but also contain a population of
people least likely to come within the influence of institutionalised church. We’ve needed
to change our terminology around the Commission mandate. Christian camping does
more than just “convert” people. If we are going to work with the people most hostile to
the gospel we first need to “shift” them, from hostility and ignorance to a growing
awareness of the splendour, goodness and mercy of God, at which point a process of
conversion is more likely to occur.
The Great Commission references this shift mentality when it describes the process of
discipleship, exhorting us to “go, baptize and teach”. Christian Camping is able to “go”, to
reach many sectors of society most hostile to the gospel and who are unlikely to interface
with Christians regularly. As people are convinced of the gospel they are converted to
faith and are baptized. Statistics quantify that one in two conversions are profoundly
influenced by camping ministry3. Camping still retains an important role in teaching – from
the use of General Revelation in Outdoor Education all the way through to the provision of
retreats for senior pastors.
Within the totality of what Christian camping provides it should be impossible to give
greater weight to any of the Christian Mandates over another. The Great Commission
Mandate affirms the ability for camping to operate along all sectors of the Engel Scale but
it’s essential to recognise that shifts of spiritual growth are greatly enhanced if we
understand that an integral and equally important part of the process occurs when people
are bought face to face with a loving Christian community living their faith out for all to see
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(Great Commandment) and proclamation efforts initially commence within the context of
General Revelation (Creation Mandate).
Peter outlined that during those last days of Jesus’ physical time on earth there were three
broad paradigms within which he operated and provided his last instructions and
impressions. The first is that He was present with His people, appearing to them regularly,
and spending time with them relationally. Second, He frequently spent his time teaching
and instructing them (verses 25-27, 45-49). Finally, through the act of Communion (30)
and eating with them (42-43 & John 21:9-14) he indicated the importance of fellowship
and hospitality. Extrapolating these shows how Jesus referenced the Triple Mandate. He
was Present with His People and Creation, as He always has been and as we know
through the General Revelation available to us through the Creation Mandate. His
teaching referenced the Commission Mandate by enlightening His disciples, even so late
in His ministry. Finally, through His fellowship and the importance of a shared meal, He
powerfully referenced the importance of the Great Commandment.
Existing sites:
QCCC Brookfield (Capacity 150): Brookfield’s operations are close to capacity. The
recent election has delayed but not prevented the redevelopment of the nearby Walkabout
Creek Information and day-use area in neighbouring D’Aguilar National Park. QCCC
Brookfield will be the closest schools-based accommodation to the new facility and
partnership with the facility is inevitable, and an exciting development for QCCC. The
concept of a Leadership Studio for High School and Corporate leadership training is now
well-defined but will require philanthropic or government support to be bought to fruition.
QCCC Mapleton (Capacity 300): Mapleton continues to be entrenched as Queensland’s
busiest and most sought after Outdoor Education Centre, catering to 30,000 guests
annually. Mapleton has been able to purchase a neighbouring house for staff
accommodation (a wise investment at the price) and finally build a house on a vacant block
the Centre has owned for 20 years. These dwellings are necessary for Mapleton’s growing
staff team. In 2016 a renovation and reconfiguring of the third “Acacia Complex” will deliver
a very flexible facility with its own meeting space which will assist Mapleton booking staff
to increase occupancy further and finally give some good news to schools on the Centre’s
waiting list. This facility will also be built to cater for special schools, and initiative important
to Mapleton staff.
QCCC Tamborine: (Capacity 287): A contentious approach by the Scenic Rim Council
has delayed the commencement of the proposed Joint Venture with Mount Tamborine
Convention. This initiative will now proceed in 2016 and will give QCCC the opportunity
to maximize the potential of its Tamborine operations by offering:




A good suite of Outdoor Education, Leadership and Retreat programs;
The capacity to cater to much larger groups (e.g. State High Schools);
More room for recreation.

QCCC Expeditions: During 2015 QCCC Expeditions continued to expand and developed
several new journey-based formats, including the Coastal Discovery Program. This last
program attracted the interest of the Port of Brisbane Authority who have provided a grant
towards the purchase of sea kayaks, recognition of the educational value of the program.
There will be a doubling in the amount of programs offered in 2016 including a major
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Brisbane Girls’ School committing to a sequential program for eight groups. Expeditions
maximise the opportunity to partner meaningfully with schools, their staff and students and
schools are discussing the possibility of QCCC having input into the curriculum and
spiritual components of their programs and events.
Financial matters and new initiatives:
During 2014 an audit of QCCC’s historical liability revealed inconsistencies in payments
and transfers had inflated the understood debt of QB’s camping operations. This was
graciously acknowledged and rectified by QB’s Administrative Services Group with the net
effect that QCCC is in a firmer financial position to pursue several new initiatives to grow
the reach of Queensland Baptists’ camping ministry:
Rain, Hail & Shine Church: Rain, Hail and Shine Church is a church planting partnership
of Mission to Queensland and Queensland Conference and Camping Centres. It is a
response to several concerns of QB churches. Firstly, the definition of ‘regular attender’
has been diluted, evidenced by the National Church Life Survey (NCLS) downgrading it to
someone who attends church once a fortnight. The other concern is that church camping
programs are much harder to pursue these days because people have more commitments
on the weekends. (It seems this does have quite a bit of relevance to the first concern.)
In response QCCC has flipped the concept of church camp on its head by commencing a
camping church. Someone who turns up to two church services and a home group every
week commits, at most, 25 hours of their month to their church. A group of people
committed to spending a full weekend with each other every 4–6 weeks can tally up a lot
of hours together, very quickly. Social media and shared meals are ways for the
congregation to keep in touch between camping weekends.
CAMPFIRE Chaplaincy: The Blackall Range has a place of great importance in our
nation’s history. It is a place of abundance and hosted the regular Bunya Festival – a
corroboree where stories and skills were exchanged, conflicts resolved and stories told.
Working with several prominent Aboriginal Christians the QCCC CAMPFIRE program is
an attempt to resurrect the legacy of our continent’s original inhabitants within the context
of Outdoor Education and Recreation. The program is an inseparable combination of
Aboriginal story and training in Outdoor Education and Christian Discipleship. The first
intake of interns commenced in January 2016 for a two-year journey which will lead to a
deeper understanding of and walk with God and qualifications to allow fulltime work and
ministry in the Outdoor Education Industry. This first intake of students will be pioneers.
The training and discipleship team will be constructing the long-term future of the
internship as we launch and the first students will have the opportunity to help shape and
grow a program with designs to change our nation through reconciliation, hospitality and
discipleship.
QCCC Outback: Beardmore Youth Camp was established several decades ago just
downstream from the floodgates of Beardmore Dam, an irrigation storage dam at the
confluence of the Balonne and Maranoa Rivers, 15km upstream from St George. The
Committee of the Beardmore Camp is winding up and as part of this process have to pass
on their asset to QCCC as a likeminded organisation. QCCC will take a longer-term
approach to the site as QCCC Outback, taking several years to establish it with these
activities:
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A tent site for schools as part of the QCCC Sequential program. The site will
specialize in week (or longer) programs for middle high school levels. The
investment required for this format is swags or tents.
A base for an Outback Expeditions format incorporating indigenous themes (in
partnership with Jisas Wantaim). The recreation access to Beardmore Dam offers
a unique expedition format for walking and canoeing.
A possible venue for a western version of the Rain, Hail & Shine concept.

Flaxton Community Hall: QCCC Mapleton has procured a lease for the Flaxton
Community Hall from Sunshine Coast Regional Council. This was a former Scouts Camp
and has a meeting space and amenities and four acres of land suitable for ancillary
camping. The facility is a one-day walk from QCCC Mapleton along the gorgeous
Sunshine Coast Hinterland Great Walk. This community hall will be a useful adjunct to
QCCC Mapleton and QCCC Expeditions.
Please join with us in prayer and celebration as we minister to so many lives in Queensland
and beyond.
Andrew Grant
Director
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Regional Consultants

The Regional Consultancy team is made of pastors who work with the General
Superintendent to serve and encourage ministry through our Queensland Baptist
churches. Regional Consultants usually have some state wide ministry involvement as
well as each one having a region of churches where they have more specific involvement.
The testimony of the team this year through the joys and the challenges is that God has
been faithful and we all feel privileged to be called to serve God in this role.
Discipleship Focus
Each year the Regional Consultants work with the General Superintendent to develop and
implement an action plan on the theme as set by the Board of Queensland Baptists. This
year there has been an ongoing development of the Discipleship theme.
The Regional Consultants have been encouraging and equipping churches in the area of
discipleship through the area gatherings of pastors, through their ministry and preaching
in local churches and through both modelling and encouraging discipleship with church
pastors and leaders around the state.
It has been very encouraging to see how both the concept and practice of discipleship is
taking root in our churches and we look forward to the growing commitment to the Great
Commission of Jesus to be disciples who make disciples.
A real encouragement this year has been the ministry of Edmund Chan both at the 2015
convention and through other contacts with the Regional Consultants. The Regional
Consultants have had the privilege of reading his books and experiencing his ministry in
other contexts. We are looking forward to ongoing contact and praying that his particular
message will have growing impact upon our churches.
Wider Ministry Involvement
The Regional Consultants have also been involved in a variety of other ministries. They
have played an important role in our annual prayer focus. The prayer focus in 2015 saw
a significant increase in the number of churches actively involved. There was also a record
number of special prayer meetings and a record number of participants at the prayer
meetings.
Regional Consultants have also been involved in working with college students through
Malyon, involved with Crossover and the encouragement of emerging evangelists, coming
alongside young pastors one on one and in groups, as well as assisting churches and
pastors with reviews and strategizing about future ministry. Regional Consultants also
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play a key role in assisting churches and pastors in the areas of pastoral search and
settlement.
Changes
This year has seen a number of changes in personnel and roles amongst our Regional
Consultancy team. Pieter Henning who was appointed in 2014 was able to take up the
full time role as Regional Consultant for North Queensland in May 2015. Pieter has been
very active in connecting with the churches in the North and his ministry has been well
received. During the year two new Regional Consultants were appointed: Stewart Pieper
and Warren Crank. Stewart joined the team in October with plans for Warren to commence
in February 2016. The appointment of Stewart released Stephen Ball to work on the
implementation of the Training Review which focuses on how we can better serve the
churches by involvement in the formation and early supervision of Queensland Baptist
Pastors. Progress on the training review was somewhat interrupted through Stephen’s
surgery and recovery during October and November but work on the Training Review
implementation is now well under way.
Ministry in the Regions
Col Peaker: 2015 has been a significant year for many of our churches. Steady growth
and wide acceptance of the fact that we are all followers of Jesus together. While each
church follows their own God-given vision for their local community, there has been wide
acceptance and the adoption of the theme of ‘Discipleship’. The big challenge for a
number of churches this past year has been in transitioning towards new Pastoral
Leadership. I suspect this is just the beginning of what lies ahead as many of our current
Senior Pastors draw close to finishing their role of leading in the local church. In a similar
fashion, this will be my last ‘Report’ as a Regional Consultant as I too transition out of the
role. I would like to take the opportunity to say thank you to Qld Baptists, team members
I have served with, support staff at the office and most of all, the churches of the state who
have permitted me to serve you. I pray for great things for your church, our denomination
and the team of regionals who continue.
Stephen Ball: As the Regional Consultant until October it has been wonderful to see the
growing heart for and participation in prayer not only at combined church meetings but the
growing role of prayer in our personal and church life. Whilst some churches have faced
significant challenges others have experienced significant growth and provision by God. I
really would like to acknowledge the great job that the area coordinators in each of the
areas I have served have made to the churches and the kingdom of God.
Emil Rahimov: Last year was another year of seeing God work in my area. A particular
highlight was seeing hundreds of people gathering together during the week of prayer and
interceding for revival in Australia. We have had several new churches emerge and join
QB. The churches are of African, Burmese, Korean and Samoan backgrounds. It is my
hope to see them grow from strength to strength. It is also encouraging to see new Pastors
graduating from The Training Collaborative’s Ethnic and Multicultural Pastors and Leaders’
stream and becoming registered with QB. The discipleship theme is embraced very
seriously in my region and pastors and leaders are working hard developing the heart of
a disciple and training and nurturing others. I see it as an encouraging sign that churches
are looking into mission opportunities beyond their community and realise how important
it is to have the right setting for growing generation in Australia. Praise the Lord for the
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previous year and thank God for the great team we have in QB and our wider church
family.
Pieter Henning: The logistics pertaining to my region (Central Qld, North Qld, and Far
North Qld) obviously necessitate a significant amount of travel and time. I am grateful to
the Lord for His ongoing protection for Barbara and me as we have travelled around the
region. It has been a joy meeting and serving the pastoral families, the church leaders,
and congregants, and we are constantly encouraged and inspired by the faithfulness of
God’s people within the QB network of churches around the region, whether they be in the
cities, small towns, or rural and remote communities. The challenges of the downturn in
the mining industry, as well as the seriousness of the drought, remain some of the main
impacting forces upon the churches here. A few new pastoral movements and placements
have taken place, with a few more coming up over the course of 2016. The pastors,
leaders, and folk in the region where I serve are wonderful in their encouragement to us,
and although we are remotely located from the rest of the RC team, it is also a privilege to
be part of this team together with David Loder’s leadership, and to have one another’s
support and assistance whenever it is needed.
Thanks
The Regional Consultants can only operate with the acceptance and encouragement of
the pastors and the members of our churches. We thank the pastors and churches for
their acceptance and it has been a privilege to work with you this year. As a team we are
grateful for the leadership given by David Loder who leads us well and helps us to bond
together as a team. We also greatly appreciate the ministry of Susan Harris who is the
personal assistant to the Regional Consultants in addition to her other QB responsibilities.
Stephen Ball, Col Peaker, Emil Rahimov, Pieter Henning, Stewart Pieper
Regional Consultancy Team
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The Training Collaborative
This is the second annual report that I am writing as the Principal
of Queensland Baptists’ Vocational Education and Training arm,
The Training Collaborative (TTC). I am pleased to be able to
report on the developments at TTC over the past 12 months.
The strategic focus of 2015 was to bring stronger alignment
between the mission and vision of QB and that of our own. TTC
exists at the initiation and support of QB work with churches and
agencies in the QB network, to co-ordinate and facilitate training
so people can grow as leaders in their mission contexts and
advance in their Christian ministry capabilities and capacity. Our
desire is to see people trained and equipped to lead and minister
effectively so that people to whom they minister will come to a personal faith in Jesus
Christ, grow in Christian maturity, engage in a local church and serve our world in need.
In pursuit of this mission we made and acted on decisions to withdraw from some
partnerships we had with external agencies to QB in 2015.
While we affirm the
contribution of these organisations to the wider Church’s mission, we felt they did not align
with the purposes of QB. The practical side of this has meant a reduction in the number
of qualifications we have on our scope of training from 25 to 15. This re-alignment will
allow us to be more intentional around the areas of training we wish to develop going
forward.
The flip side of this strategic intent has seen the development of new partnerships, and
potential partnerships with QB entities and churches. I am pleased to report that through
the second half of 2015, TTC has been working with Carinity’s chaplaincy division to
develop a training course for a new qualification; a Certificate IV in Chaplaincy and
Pastoral Care. This course is being designed to cater for the training needs of chaplains
working with Carinity. The first intake of students will be in February 2016. TTC has
engaged Janelle Tidey (a former member of TTC’s Council and VET educator) to develop
and train this program. Once this stream is embedded for Carinity we will develop this
course for people engaged in intentional pastoral care through their local church.
Another exciting partnership opportunity has emerged with QCCC as they develop a new
internship program. This internship will incorporate two qualifications, the first in Outdoor
Recreation and the second in Ministry. This internship will equip people to work in QCCC’s
camping program, and embrace a philosophy that is complementary to indigenous
Christian leadership.
We have continued our engagement with QB’s Ethnic and Multicultural division in 2015,
and undertook a thorough review of the training program we have been offering. This
review was led by Greg and Ruth Peckman (Pastors at New Hope Baptist church – a
Sudanese congregation). The recommendations of this review are currently being
implemented and will see this course of training better address the training needs of people
ministering in our Ethnic and Multicultural churches (which continue to grow at the support
of QB’s Regional Consultant, Emil Rahimov).
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TTC has been working with Colin Stoodley from Mission to Queensland (MTQ) to develop
a stream within our Ministry and Theology qualifications that will be focused on church
planters. This will continue in the first part of 2016 and we hope to see our first students
enrolled in this stream through 2016. More broadly, we are shaping a stream of training
within these qualifications for those seeking to be registered as pastors with QB for whom
a Vocational Education and Training approach better suits their learning style. We are
grateful for the support and guidance of QB’s Ministerial Services Committee in this
endeavour.
We also have a few other partnerships in the pipeline with QB churches and a mission
agency that will shape up over the coming year. It is pleasing that we are seeing churches
invite us into their mission, as they see the potential for incorporating accredited training
as part of their equipping strategies. It affirms our desire, reflected in the “Collaboration”
part of our name, to work with QB churches and entities, and bring our specialty into their
mission.
2015 saw us successfully maintain our registration as a Registered Training Organisation
(for a further 7-year period). The management and administration required to comply with
registration conditions is onerous to say the least. We are a very heavily regulated industry
so the work involved in complying with these regulations places significant financial and
personnel demands on us. We are grateful to Christine Thomas who has carried the load
with this management and administration, ably assisted this last year by our long serving
volunteer Admin Assistant, Caryle Frost, and more recently Ruth Peckman, who has been
engaged as our Student Support Officer. I have been ably supported with the financial
management of TTC again this year by Paula Tobin, our Finance Officer.
We are grateful to our governing Council, chaired by Dr Geoff Ward, and to the trainers
and assessors who have been involved across the various modules that have been taught
in 2015. We are ever thankful to God who leads and guides this ministry at QB. We look
forward to following his direction for us in 2016 and stewarding the resources he provides
for this mission.
Andrew McCafferty
Principal The Training Collaborative
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Queensland Baptists celebrate!
Queensland Baptists give thanks to God and ele rate …
Newly constituted church
Bellbowrie District Baptist Church

Churches planted
Go Forward Queensland Karenni Baptist Church (Phase I)
Hallelujah Ministries Church (Phase I)
Southport Korean Evangelical Holiness Church (Phase I)

Church mergers and name changes
Matu Christian Church name changed to Queensland Matu Christian Church
Woodford Baptist Church (previously Stanley River Valley Baptist Church)

Churches withdrawn/closed
Goondiwindi Baptist Church
Dinmore Murri Baptist Church

Ministers ordained in their home churches
Bruce Eckersley (Clontarf)
Dan Paterson (Ashgrove)
Steve Henley (Minden)

Newly registered ministers
Marcaus Muller (Enoggera)
Andrew Sercombe (Gateway)
Dan Sweetman (Life Point Christian)
John Catterall (Lifehouse)
Cathy Leslie (North East)
Dave Luthy (Cleveland)
Muan Thang (Emmanuel)
Dave Twigg (Bridgeman)
Brent Van Mourik (South Toowoomba)

Justin Wardill
John Spranklin (Biloela)
Zane Howell (Lifehouse)
Haydn Lea (RAAF Chaplain)
David Ngwa (Myanmar Christian Fellowship)
Kennedy Kenyi (Logan Grace)
James Komakech (Logan Grace)
Nick Tatlow (Beachside Christian)
Dale Buchanan (North Pine)

Ministers transferring credentials
Rhys Tregenza (Gateway)
Min Cheol Im (Somang Korean)
Brett McLachan (Mosaic)
Tony Gibson (RiverLife)
Dan Lyons (Bracken Ridge)
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